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“Spatial experience is intimately connected with the 

experience of light without light there is no vision and without 

vision there can be no visual space. Space in a visual sense is 

light space”.*(Gyorgy Kepes 1941”

’THREADS OF LIGHT®’are unique handwoven Colour & Light 

installations, innovative, elegant designs as a new concept in 

sculptural lighting for contemporary living, public, 

architectural spaces. 

These pieces create 

a focal point within the space,

enhancing and transforming the ambience with a 

subtle calming elegance by day and a 

feast of harmonious rhythmic colour after dark. 

Inspired by the essence of modern living, understated luxurious, 

forward thinking textiles forming uplifiting and sensual pieces. 

With both aesthetic and functional properties. 

A passion for grand architecture and open spaces echoed in the 

use of translucent fibres and geometric structures, as is the 

love of calming water and the suns rays. translated by the 

flowing movement,an illusion created by the constant changing of 

colour.

“Katherine Buzsaki Artist , Designer uses specialist techniques 

to fuse together traditional craft of Handweaving, with 

exquisite use of modern yarns”

An innovation in the application of colour to the 

fibre optics 



to create aesthetic appeal whilst unpowered and to reflect 

colour when lit.

In order to be able to create a transluscent effect the hand-

dyed fibre optics are combined with hand-dyed monofilament 

fibres, lustre and sculptural qualities are achieved from 

incorporating coloured 

metallic wires. 

“Katherine’s mastery of the weave process to create unusual 

woven structures is in itself, impressive but when combined with 

her innovative use of light as a design element it becomes 

inimitable 

- truly virtuso” 

 -Soft Shock-an exhibition of the Radical in Textile Furnishing 

at Furnitureworks  Sept.2003 

Providing a specialist consultation for client - site 

specification 

from design concept to final piece. 

Research into modern lifestyles and the effects of the space in 

which we live and how to enhance and make the most of the space. 

Spaces which appeal to the senses bringing art & sculpture into 

the living space to enhance and complement contemporary 

furnishings.

 “Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful 

or beautiful” 

 William Morris 19th Century designer 

‘Background :Graduate of Central St.Martins College of Art & 

Design University of the Arts London- 2001  

Ba(Hons) Textiles-

specialism 

‘Weaving’ 

 



THREADS OF LIGHT® have been show Internationally 

Threads of light III’- Sculpted Light -

NESTA Award Winner-New Designer/Maker 2002

“Glinting like diamonds the installations are true light 

sculptures”  Rita Halasi- Atrium-Budapest 

-  featured in special Anniversary edition of VOGUE- Moscow 2003

Displayed on red carpet Grand Opening West Hollywood 2004

Exhibited - ‘Materio’ 15 Square de Vergennes 2006

                      Permanent display private residence Paris                       

-The London Institute - Millbank Future Map Nov.2001

-100% Design-Earls Court- Sept.2002 -Awarded‘New Designer/Maker 

2002’ 

-Paris Salon du Pret A Porter with Threads of Light I-Prism Bar 

2003

-Featured on Euronews TV documentary by Jill Morrell

‘Threads of Light II - protoGeo 

exhibited in Tokyo by British Council. Purchsed by Central St 

Martins for their museum collection 

‘Threads of Light IV - 

‘A Commission for Salon du Congres des Mairies - Paris Nov.2002 

- Now permanently installed in Appia -Piani Head office LYON

-‘THREADS OF LIGHT® V -  ‘We’ave Ascended’  

Public Art Sculpture 

Commissioned by  Hampshire County Architects-Dec.-Apr.03 - 

 Sculptural Light Chandelier 4.5 m high 800 mm 

-THREADS OF LIGHT®  Vdemi - 

small scale versions of public sculpture -

limited edition 1.85 m length x 400mm wide

5 edition pieces  pieces residences in London, Moscow,Santa 

Monica 

Showcased 5/5 at LFW with FashionScout-Lord BadenPowell House,

 ESA Eurospace Agency- 

MATERIO,15 Square de Vergennes Paris- June 2006 



’THREADS OF LIGHT ® VI - Portal of Light 

Oct.2003- a 4m Installation for Gallery

quote “Her Threads of Light VI is” a dramatic curtain of light 

made with glimmering fibre optic fibres threads in gently 

mutating colours”

The Observer - 12 October 2003 -by Ros Weaver  

THREADS OF LIGHT®  VII-DANUBE Triptych

Commissioned by 

AllenOvery LLP 2006 for their

 Laywer Partner client private dining rooms 10th floor roof 

terrace

“The most futuristic piece, however, is the work of Katherine 

Buzsaki, who uses hand-woven, dyed fibre optics, monofilament 

silk with metalic wire.The piece is spread over three dining 

rooms .During the daytime the artwork shimmers and shines with 

the sunlight that enters the broad windows but its in the 

evening that the work comes to life.The fibre-optics are 

designed to light up at different intervals, in a sort of wave 

pattern,which seem to syncopate with the city lights outside”. 

Textile Art A&O-Modern Summer  

Providing a specialist consultation for client - site 

specification from design concept to final piece. 

The light sculptures I create are handwoven both on and away 

from the loom. Specialist Weaver in fibre textiles, the pieces 

woven on the loom incorporate hand dyed fibre optics, silks and 

monofilaments for light and translucency, sculpted with various 

gradients of enamelled copper wires for reflection, malleability 

and structure!

These pieces- some incorporating up to 4000 individual threads 

embody ethereal qualities, such as the watermark effect seen on 

woven silk (when held up to the light) the same when pieces are 

both lit and unlit. For best effect the panels are against a 

transparent backdrop.



I also handweave fibre optics away from the loom, taking the 

processes of reeding and threading with perspex or glass frames 

to create geodeosic contemporary chandeliers.!

!

When appropriate with a passion for lighting in general I also 

work with other light yarns and have access to the latest and 

brightest in LED technology 

LEDSFLOW®

In keeping with low energy requirements 

BUZSAKIStudio  THREADS OF LIGHT® 

and team of engineers have been develping LEDSFLOW® Patent 

Pending. 

 for an alternative method for sourcing light to fibre optic 

designs whilst still creating simulation of movement of flowing 

water to create a calming ambience (The varying options of 

static, monochrome or free flowing light colour changes)- the 

illusion once created by fragmented diachroic glass on rotating 

colour wheels now an advanced software programme. 

Ledsflow® 

is a flexible system 

which enables a streamline integration 

to replace where appropriate the former method of halogen, metal 

halide projection boxes, as 

a low wattage 

non carbon emission alternative, with a 

remote soft touch control panel 



  

  


